Abstract-In a social tagging system, resources (such as photos, video and web pages) are associated with tags. These tags allow the resources to be effectively searched through tag-based keyword matching using traditional IR techniques. We note that in many such systems, tags of a resource are often assigned by a diverse audience of causal users (taggers). This leads to two issues that gravely affect the effectiveness of resource retrieval: (1) Noise: tags are picked from an uncontrolled vocabulary and are assigned by untrained taggers. The tags are thus noisy features in resource retrieval. (2) A multitude of aspects: different taggers focus on different aspects of a resource. Representing a resource using a flattened bag of tags ignores this important diversity of taggers. To improve the effectiveness of resource retrieval in social tagging systems, we propose CubeLSI -a technique that extends traditional LSI to include taggers as another dimension of feature space of resources. We compare CubeLSI against a number of other tag-based retrieval models and show that CubeLSI significantly outperforms the other models in terms of retrieval accuracy. We also prove two interesting theorems that allow CubeLSI to be very efficiently computed despite the much enlarged feature space it employs.
I. INTRODUCTION
We are witnessing an increasing number of social tagging systems on the web, such as Flickr, Delicious, Bibsonomy, Last.fm and YouTube. These systems provide platforms on which various resources, such as photos, music, video and web sites, are shared. One of the distinctive characteristics of these social tagging systems is that resources are tagged by communities of users. Through manually-assigned tags, users can express their distinct interests on the various aspects of the resources. For example, a photo could be tagged with words that describe the subjects, people and places in the photo; the artistic elements of the photo; or the historical background of the photo. Given the collective wisdom of a user community, tagging amasses a tremendous amount of meta-data, which facilitates the organization and retrieval of resources. As an example, a project called "The Commons 4 . The sheer amount of resources made available by these systems calls for highly effective and scalable searching methods. Our goal is to study the properties of social tagging systems and to propose a novel tag-based technique to search for relevant resources.
Our search technique, called CubeLSI, follows a typical keyword-based query model employed by major social tagging systems. In these systems, a user query is expressed by a few keywords (tags) and a ranked list of relevant resources is returned as the query result. A simple approach to this searching problem is to match the query keywords against the tags associated with each resource in a way that is similar to traditional document retrieval techniques. This approach, however, suffers from two complications that are intrinsic to social tagging systems. Firstly, taggers are typically untrained casual users who are free to pick their own tags. The tags thus come from an uncontrolled vocabulary rather than from a well-defined taxonomy. This results in ambiguities: a single tag could refer to multiple different concepts (polysemy) and a single concept could be described by different tags (synonymy). These make tags a noisy feature of resources in the retrieval process. Secondly, while a traditional document is usually written by a single author, a resource is typically tagged by a diverse audience of taggers. Different interest groups of taggers may focus on different aspects of the same resource. For example, a group of taggers may be interested in the photo-taking techniques (e.g., composition, color-tone, exposure, etc.) of a photo, while another group may be interested in its content (e.g., faces and places). An interesting implication to this observation is that not only "which tags are assigned to a resource" is important information, but also "who has assigned the tags," which provides contexts to the tags, is important as well. For example, the tag "Apple" given by someone who is interested in digital image processing is likely referring to a computer on which a photo is digitally processed instead of referring to a fruit displayed in the photo.
In this paper we propose CubeLSI, a tag-based resource retrieval technique that addresses the two problems, namely, tag-ambiguity and a multitude of aspects, as mentioned above.
In a nutshell, CubeLSI applies Latent Semantic Indexing (LSI) [1] , [2] to capture high-level semantic information of tags to improve the precision of resource retrieval. However, unlike traditional LSI, CubeLSI takes into account the tagtagger relationship (i.e., which tags are assigned by whom) in performing semantic analysis. As we will see, our approach of taking taggers as a feature dimension significantly improves the quality of the semantic analysis. This results in more accurate resource retrieval. In the following, we further discuss how CubeLSI approaches the two problems. We will also give the general framework of CubeLSI.
[Tags, Concepts and Aspects] As we have discussed, there are generally a multitude of aspects for a given resource. When a tagger tags a resource, he first studies the resource to identify certain aspects of his interest. For example, a tagger may be interested in the type of event (e.g., wedding) behind a picture of a bouquet instead of the kind of flower (e.g., roses) shown. The tagger then discovers the semantic concepts exhibited by the resource with respect to each chosen aspect, and expresses these concepts via a set of words (tags). Each concept thus corresponds to a semantically coherent group of tags. In our bouquet photo example, we have "type-of-event" being an aspect, "wedding/engagement/marriage" being a concept, and the word, say, "wedding" being a tag to express the concept. Similarly, when issuing a query, a user first comes up with the semantic concepts he is interested in, and then formulates his query by providing a few tags (e.g., marriage). To avoid the tag-ambiguity problem, the matching between queries and resources should be carried out at the semantic concept level. This makes it possible to match a given query with its relevant resources even if the query and the resources are described by disjoint sets of tags. Therefore, our CubeLSI approach transforms the bag of tags associated with a resource to a bag of concepts to enhance search quality. We call the process of extracting concepts from resources Concept Distillation.
[Resources, Taggers and Tags] LSI is a popular semantic analysis technique that attempts to overcome the word ambiguity problem by extracting concepts from words in an unstructured text collection. Since LSI has proven to be remarkably successful in IR, our CubeLSI approach adapts LSI to extract concepts from tag-based data. In traditional document retrieval systems, LSI performs Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) on a term-document matrix. (For a social-tagging system, this matrix corresponds to the tag-resource relation, i.e., which tags are assigned to which resource.) To extract concepts, LSI identifies terms (tags) that are highly semantically related. Essentially, two terms (tags) are related or similar if and only if they have very similar contexts, e.g., they occur in similar sets of documents (resources). As we have argued, besides the set of resources, taggers also represent a very important dimension of the tags' feature space in social tagging systems. Therefore, CubeLSI extends LSI by considering the tagger dimension. More specifically, instead of applying SVD on a 2D tagresource matrix, CubeLSI performs Tucker Decomposition on a third-order tensor whose dimensions are resources, taggers, and tags in order to discover semantically related tags. To further substantiate our claim that the tagger dimension improves tag semantic analysis, we give a preview of some of the empirical observations we made in our experiments. We conducted user studies on the Delicious dataset (see Section VI) to compare traditional LSI against CubeLSI in identifying the semantic relations of tags. Our general observation is that the semantic relations obtained by CubeLSI better resemble those identified by human observers. To illustrate, Table I shows a few tag pairs together with the results of their semantic relations derived from different schemes. A 'Y' denotes that two tags are highly semantically related, while an 'N' denotes that two tags are weakly semantically related. We see that the results under CubeLSI are consistent with those given by humans, whereas the results under LSI are not. These examples show the importance of the tagger dimension (which is used in CubeLSI) in measuring tag similarity.
[The CubeLSI Framework] Figure 1 shows the CubeLSI framework for tag-based searching of resources in social tagging systems. The framework consists of an offline conceptextraction component and an online query-processing component. For the offline component, tag assignments are represented by a third-order tensor that captures the relationships among resources, taggers, and tags. Tucker decomposition is then applied to the tensor to generate pairwise tag distances (and thus tag similarities) accurately. Concepts are distilled by clustering tags based on their similarities 5 . After that, the tags of each resource are mapped to their corresponding concepts. For the online component, the tags of a given query are similarly transformed into a bag of concepts. These query concepts are then matched against those of the resources using cosine similarity measure. Finally, a list of resources ranked according to the matching results is presented to the user.
Here, we summarize the major contributions of our work: (1) We introduce a novel tag-based domain-free framework for searching resources in social tagging systems. Our framework exploits the special properties of social tagging systems in which taggers are generally untrained causal users and that tags come from an uncontrolled vocabulary. These properties make traditional IR methods less effective than our approach. (2) We study the role of taggers in search quality for social tagging systems. To this end, we employ the notion of tensor by which taggers, in addition to tags and resources, are fully 
We propose CubeLSI, which is a third-order extension of LSI, for semantic analysis over the third-order tensor of resources, taggers, and tags. We apply Tucker decomposition to the tensor to obtain a purified tensor with which pairwise tag similarities are effectively computed. With the additional tagger dimension and the large volumes of data in social tagging systems, the computation of tag similarities is very expensive. We prove two mathematical theorems that lead to interesting shortcuts in tag similarity computation. This results in an extremely efficient execution of CubeLSI. (4) We present a comprehensive empirical evaluation of Cube-LSI against a number of ranking methods on real datasets. The results show that CubeLSI is highly effective and efficient in searching resources in existing social tagging systems. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II summarizes the related work. Section III gives the details of how resources are matched and ranked against a user query. Section IV presents the process of computing pairwise tag distances using three-dimensional semantic analysis. Section V discusses how spectral clustering is applied to tags for concept distillation. Section VI gives the experimental results. Finally, Section VII concludes this paper.
II. RELATED WORK
Matrix factorization (MF) is a research field that is related to our work. MF has been proven to be most successful in building modern collaborative-filtering-based recommender systems [3] , [4] , [5] . A basic recommender system works on a user-item matrix W ∈ R n×m , e.g., a rating matrix in which the entry W i,j represents the rating of item j given by user i. The basic idea of MF is to fit the matrix W with a low-ranked approximationŴ by factorizing it as the product of two matrices such that W ≈Ŵ = U M , where U ∈ R n×k and M ∈ R k×m . To find a good approximation W , we need to minimize a loss measure such as the sum of the squared differences between the known entries in W and their predictions inŴ . With the approximationŴ , a recommender system can predict the ratings of the unknown entries in the user-item matrix. One possible way to find such an approximation is to perform SVD on the matrix W .
Our work also involves factorization but is significantly different from MF in two ways: (1) We aim at capturing semantic relations among tags rather than predicting unknown entries in the user-item matrix. (2) We deal with a threedimensional tensor instead of a two-dimensional matrix. A multidimensional generalization of matrix SVD, called Tucker decomposition, was introduced in [6] . The analogy between corresponding properties of SVD and Tucker decomposition, e.g., uniqueness, have been investigated in depth. An efficient algorithm for Tucker decomposition, called MET, was proposed in [7] . MET works well with sparse high-dimensional data with the assumption that there is enough memory to fit the output tensor, which serves to compute pairwise tag distances, resulting from the decomposition. As we will see later, for most social tagging systems, the output tensors are prohibitively large and dense. The assumption MET bases on does not hold in those systems and hence MET cannot be directly applied in our CubeLSI approach. One of our major contributions are two theorems that allow us to overcome the computational issues in the tensor decomposition.
An active research topic on social tagging systems is tag recommendation. The objective is to recommend tags for a user to annotate a given resource. A number of studies [8] , [9] , [10] , [11] have proposed different approaches to recommend tags to Flickr (a photo-sharing service) users. There are also studies that address tag recommendations in more general settings, besides photo-sharing systems [12] , [13] , [14] , [15] . Our study differs from these in that we focus on processing tag-based resource-searching queries.
We remark that the literature on searching relevant resources in social tagging systems remains sparse. The state of the art is FolkRank [16] , which can be seen as a modified version of PageRank [17] . First, resources, taggers, and tags are represented by an undirected, weighted, tripartite graph. Then, in a way similar to how PageRank propagates authority, FolkRank iteratively computes vertices' weights according to the formula: w ← dAw + (1 − d)p, where A is the row stochastic version of the adjacency matrix of the tripartite graph, p is the preference vector (also called random surfer) that can be used to express user preferences by giving a higher weight to those tag vertices that appear in the query, and d ∈ [0, 1] is a constant that controls the influence of the random surfer. This weight-propagation scheme follows the assumption that votes cast by important taggers with important tags would make the annotated resources important. A resource that receives a higher weight is considered more relevant to a given query. Note that our CubeLSI approach differs from FolkRank significantly. In particular, CubeLSI performs offline semantic analysis, which allows online query processing to be efficiently done by simply matching the concepts of resources to those of user queries.
Another piece of work that is related to ours is introduced in [18] . This work applies a separable mixture model to demonstrate emergent semantics in a social tagging system. Particularly, in their model, concepts are captured by a latent variable z, which independently generates occurrences of users, tags and resources for a particular triple (u, t, r). The joint distribution over users, tags and resources is defined as p(u, t, r) = z p(z)p(u|z)p(t|z)p(r|z). The parameters p(u|z), p(t|z), p(r|z) and p(z) are then estimated by maximizing the loglikelihood of social tagging data. While their motivation is similar to ours, they did not quantitatively evaluate their approach in terms of search quality and performance. Apart from that, our approach is technically different from that work.
In a preliminary study, we have briefly assessed the effectiveness of extending LSI to 3D so as to incorporate the dimension of users [19] . The preliminary results are encouraging. However, that prototype system did not scale well to handle large social tagging databases. We have since overcome this hurdle by introducing new performance enhancements, thanks to Theorems 1 and 2, to reduce the execution time of CubeLSI significantly. We are also presenting extensive performance evaluations in Section VI to show the merits of our approach.
III. RANKING RESOURCES AGAINST TAG-BASED QUERIES
In this section we present the IR model we use for ranking resources given a user query. There have been a number of models for representing documents in information retrieval [20] . Thanks to its efficient implementation with an inverted index, the bag-of-words model has become a standard in text retrieval [21] , [22] . In the bag-of-words (tags) model, a document (resource) d is represented as a sparse vector d of length n, where n is the number of distinct words (tags) in the corpus. The entry d [i] gives the number of occurrences of word i in document d. As we have discussed, user queries and resources should be matched at the concept level instead of at the tag level to avoid the tag-ambiguity problem. Therefore, we first transform the bag of tags of a resource into a bag of concepts. Likewise, the tags given by a query are similarly transformed. Thus, in our bag-of-concept model, each resource or query is represented by a sparse vector of concepts. In the rest of this section, we assume that this tag-to-concept transformation is done. The details of this transformation will be explained clearly in Sections IV and V.
We use the vector space model, first proposed in [23] , to measure the similarity between a resource r and a query q. Let L be the set of distilled concepts. We assign a tf -idf weight for each concept l i for r:
where N denotes the total number of resources in the corpus, n li denotes the number of resources in which concept l i occurs, and tf (l i , r) represents the normalized count of occurrences of concept l i in resource r. More specifically, tf (l i , r) is given by 
Similarly, a query with one or more tags can also be given a weighted vector over the set of concepts.
With the bag-of-concept model, resources are ranked based on their cosine similarity with the query:
(4) A list of relevant resources sorted in descending order of their cosine similarity scores is returned.
IV. TAG PROXIMITY ASSESSMENT
For the purpose of concept distillation, we have to compute pairwise semantic distances between tags first, so as to group semantically similar tags together to form a concept. To compute the tag distances, we propose a new method called CubeLSI. It is a three-dimensional extension of LSI that incorporates the dimensions of users, tags and resources simultaneously into tag semantic analysis.
A. Third-order Tensor Representation
There are four types of entities in a social tagging system: a set of users (or taggers) U , a set of tags T , a set of resources R, and a set of tag assignments Y ⊆ U ×T ×R. A triple (u, t, r) ∈ Y denotes that user u ∈ U has annotated resource r ∈ R with tag t ∈ T . Figure 2 (a) shows a few sample records taken from Delicious, a social bookmarking system, on three chosen tags: "folk", "people", and "laptop". Each row represents a record that a user (u) annotated a resource (r) with a tag (t), and thus each record can be represented by a triple (u, t, r) ∈ Y . In this example, the number of users |U | = 3, the number of tags |T | = 3, the number of resources |R| = 3 and the number of tag assignments |Y | = 7. User u 1 annotated resource r 1 with tag t 1 (folk) and tag t 2 (people). Tag t 1 was used by all the three users to annotate resource r 2 . Users u 2 and u 3 both annotated resource r 3 with tag t 3 (laptop).
Different from traditional IR systems in which a collection is represented as a term-document matrix, our CubeLSI technique employs a third-order tensor F ∈ {0, 1} |U |×|T |×|R| to represent the tag assignments in a social tagging system.
(a) Records after aggregating the data over the user dimension A tensor is a multidimensional array which extends the notion of scalar, vector, and matrix. The value of the entry (u, t, r) of our third-order tensor F is determined by
Figure 2(b) visualizes the third-order tensor F ∈ {0, 1} 3×3×3 of the data in Figure 2 (a). The entries of F are determined by equation (5) . For instance, F 3,1,2 = 1 results from the fourth record that user u 3 used tag t 1 to annotate resource r 2 . F :,1,: ∈ {0, 1} 3×3 denotes the first frontal slice of F. In particular,
which records who has used tag t 1 to annotate which resource. The user-resource matrix F :,1,: carries exhaustive available information on tag t 1 extracted from the original data. Thus, it can serve as the feature representation of tag t 1 . Analogously, the feature representations of tag t 2 and tag t 3 are: As a comparison, Figure 3 illustrates the data model used by traditional IR, where users are not discerned. Figure 3(a) lists the records obtained by aggregating the data in Figure  2 (a) over the user dimension. For instance, the second record indicates that tag t 1 was assigned to resource r 2 by three users. As shown in Figure 3(b) , traditional IR systems model the data in Table 3 (a) by a two-dimensional matrix, denoted as F ∈ R |T |×|R| . F ti,: ∈ R |R| is regarded as the feature representation of tag t i in traditional IR. In particular, F t1,: = (1 3 0), F t2,: = (1 0 0), and F t3,: = (0 0 2). With the vector representation of tags, the pairwise distance between tag t i and tag t j is given by computing the L 2 distance between the two vectors:
For example, the distance between tag t 1 (folk) and tag t 2 (people) in vector representation is:
In our approach, full information in the user dimension is considered. Therefore, tags are represented by matrices as mentioned before. This gives greater discerning power to our method, which can help defining semantic distance between tags more accurately. The pairwise distance between tag t i and tag t j is given by computing the Frobenius-norm (i.e., matrix norm of a matrix defined as the square root of the sum of the absolute squares of its entries) of the difference between the two matrices:
For example, the distance between tag t 2 (people) and tag t 3 (laptop) in matrix representation is given as:
B. Why Tensor Decomposition
Before discussing why we extend LSI to a three-dimensional decomposition so as to conduct tag semantic analysis on our tensor, we use the previous example to illustrate the drawbacks in calculating pairwise tag distances without performing the decomposition.
Applying formula 6, we obtain the pairwise distances among tags t 1 (folk), t 2 (people) and t 3 (laptop) in vector representation. Together with (7), we obtain the following inequalities:
Notice that, as shown in inequality (11) , the distance between tag t 1 (folk) and tag t 2 (people) is greater than that between tag t 2 and tag t 3 (laptop), which is highly counter-intuitive. Applying formula 8, we compute the pairwise distances among the three tags via matrix representation and obtain the following inequalities:
This time, with D 2,3 = D 1,2 in (13), we consider tag t 2 (people) to be as different from t 3 (laptop) as it is from t 1 (folk). This is a slight improvement over the traditional IR approach. At least, we do not conclude that t 2 is closer to t 3 than to t 1 . This illustrates that by taking the user dimension into account, we can get a more reasonable inter-tag distance. However, this is still not good enough. It would be more desirable if we can improve the above result further, so that t 2 is closer to t 1 than it is to t 3 . In the following, we will develop an improved distance measureD, which will givê
We have seen that directly including the user dimension into our considering is not sufficient. We attribute such undesirable behavior of D i,j to inevitable noise in the data tensor F. There are two major sources of noise. The first one is that the values of the vast majority of entries of F are zero. However, most of these zero entries do not really represent a value of zero. In other words, F u,t,r = 0 may not necessarily result from the user u considering the tag t to be completely irrelevant to the resource r. Rather, this zero entry only reflects the fact that user u did not mark r with tag t. This may be because she has not seen r, or that t is not in her vocabulary. Therefore, most zero entries should be interpreted as missing values rather than irrelevance. Unfortunately, there is no simple way for us to discern between a missing value and an irrelevance relation between tags, users and resources. Using zero entries to represent missing values is a practical compromise, but this introduces some noise at the same time. The other source of noise results from the fact that tagging is a casual and ad-hoc activity. Taggers may make errors and there is little incentive to ensure an extremely high quality of the tags.
To address this problem, we perform spectral analysis on the tensor F to extract useful information and to reduce noise. A similar technique has been proven tremendously successful in recommender systems based on matrix factorization [3] . We perform Tensor decomposition [6] , the extension of singular value decomposition (SVD) for tensors, to extract the most significant axes of the tensor F, thereby eliminating the noise. As we will see later, the tag semantic analysis leads to appropriate pairwise tag distances, since it discovers the latent factors that govern the semantic correlations among users, tags and resources.
Throughout this paper, we denote tensors by calligraphic letters (A, B, . . .), matrices by uppercase letters (A, B, . . .), vectors by bold lowercase letters (a, b, . . .), and scalars by italic lowercase letters (a, b, . . .). The notation a i denotes the i-th entry of a vector a. A i,j denotes the entry (i, j) of a matrix A. A i,j,k denotes the entry (i, j, k) of a third-order tensor A. Let I 1 , I 2 , and I 3 be the number of users, tags, and resources, respectively, i.e., I 1 = |U |, I 2 = |T |, and I 3 = |R|.
C. Tucker Decomposition
Before describing Tucker decomposition, we first familiarize ourselves with the n-mode product of a tensor by a matrix.
Definition 1: The n-mode product of an order-m tensor F ∈ R I1×···×Im by a matrix W ∈ R Jn×In , denoted by
is another tensor of the same order as F. In particular, G ∈ R I1×···×Jn×···×Im , i.e., G has the same size and shape as F except in the n-th dimension, whose size is J n instead of I n . The values for the entries of G are given by:
One may conceptually consider W to be a linear transformation, and the tensor product F × n W to be an application of this transformation onto the n-th dimension of F, turning F into G. This is akin to multiplying W on the left side of a matrix (i.e., an order-2 tensor) or a vector (i.e., an order-1 tensor). Please refer to [6] , [24] for details.
The Tucker decomposition is a factorization of a given tensor F ∈ R I1×···×Im into the form:
with S having the same dimensions as F, and each Y (n) being a unitary I n × I n matrix (n = 1, . . . , m) such that S satisfies certain conditions (see [6] represents the change of basis in the n-th dimension between the original basis of F and the transformed space. While SVD lets us extract the principal axes of the linear transformation represented by a matrix, Tucker decomposition lets us extract important information of the multi-linear transformation represented by a tensor.
Note that in the formulation above, the core tensor S has the same dimensions as the original tensor F. In many applications, we would like to reduce memory consumption, as well as to speed up processing by reducing the dimensions of the core tensor. In SVD, a low-rank matrix approximation is obtained by eliminating the row/column vectors that correspond to singular values of small magnitudes. An analogous technique can be used for Tucker decomposition to trim the core tensor S: Consider dimension n, for which we want to shrink S to size J n . We identify a subset of indices P = {i | 1 ≤ i ≤ I n } to be pruned away, such that |P | = I n − J n . These are the indices that roughly correspond to the tensor entries of small magnitudes. Then, we trim away from S those entries having the indices in P to get S (n) ∈ R I1×···×Jn×···×Im . The factor matrix Y (n) has to be trimmed accordingly to obtain the trimmed matrix Y (n) of dimension I n × J n . (The indices for dimension n of S (and also the columns of Y (n) ) are renumbered so that they range from 1 to J n .) We then get:
which is a tensor with the same dimensions as F. Repeating this for every dimension, we eventually get a fully trimmed core tensor S = S (1),...,(m) ∈ R J1×···×Jm and a set of trimmed factors matrices Y (n) ∈ R In×Jn . Their product
has the same dimensions as F, and is indeed a good approximation of F, retaining the most essential and relevant information from F [6] .
To assess the quality of the approximation, we consider a tensor norm · T of the difference introduced by this approximation, i.e. F −F T . We use the Frobenius norm for · T , which is given by:
Definition 2 (Tucker decomposition problem): Given a tensor F ∈ R I1×···×Im and reduction ratios c n ≥ 1 (for n = 1, . . . , m), we want to find a core tensor S ∈ R
J1×···×Jm
and factor matrices Y (n) ∈ R In×Jn to:
c n = I n /J n (n = 1, . . . , m)
We have formulated this problem without mentioning the untrimmed core tensor S. This is because there exist algorithms for solving this problem directly, without first finding S and then trimming it. In this work, we compute factor matrices Y (n) based on the alternating least squares (ALS) principle [24] , and then compute the core tensor S from the factor matrices as follows
Note that the reduction ratios c n play an important role here. With lower reduction ratios, a better approximation (i.e. smaller F −F T ) can be obtained, at the expense of a bigger core tensor S, which imposes higher demands on CPU cycles and storage space. Higher reduction ratios give core tensors S of smaller dimensions, thus reduce the amount of computations and memory needed. One may also consider the decomposition as a form of lossy compression of the original tensor F, with the compression ratio controlled by the ratios c n . The compressed data consist of S and all Y (n) . Decompression is simply the computation ofF using equation (14) . The higher the compression ratio, the less faithful the reconstructed dataF. For instance, in the Last.fm dataset we use in the experiments (Section VI), we have I 1 = 3897, I 2 = 3326, I 3 = 2849 and hence the tensor F has 36.9 billion entries. With reduction ratios of c 1 = c 2 = c 3 = 1 (i.e. no trimming), we would have 36.9 billion entries in the core tensor S. This would take a lot of time for the decomposition algorithm to run. If we use reduction ratios of c 1 = c 2 = c 3 = 50, we would only need to deal with a core tensor S of dimensions 78×67×57, which has fewer than 300 thousand entries. This tremendously reduces the computation time and memory required. Yet, the approximation introduced is still quite accurate w.r.t. tag semantics distance derivation. Empirical evaluations demonstrate that our approach leads to competitive search quality even for large reduction ratios.
D. Purified Tag Proximity Measure
In Definition 2, we formulated the Tucker decomposition problem as one which is to find an approximationF of a given input tensor F. Do not be mistaken into thinking thatF is inferior to F in terms of the quality of information. Indeed, as mentioned before, we consider the third-order tensor F obtained from tagging information to be noisy data, containing noise due to missing tags as well as erroneous tags. Indeed, Tucker decomposition is akin to SVD for matrices, and it is a tool for analyzing the multi-linearly mapping represented by the tensor F. The decomposition essentially finds a suitable vector space basis for each dimension of F, and assigns weights to the core tensor S reflecting the importance of the components of the mapping. When we trim the core tensor, we are only trimming the less important portions of S. What gets removed mainly represents relatively irrelevant, or noisy, information. The remaining entries in S reflects the more important components of the tensor F. In a nutshell, the resulting tensorF is conceptually a purified version of F, with much noise eliminated.
SinceF is considered a purified form of our tag database, we use this tensor to determine inter-tag distance. This gives improved results than using the original data F. In the example in Section IV-A, we characterized tag t i by the slice F :,ti,: of tensor F. Now, we replace it with the corresponding sliceF :,ti,: from the purified tensorF instead. Using this replacement, the purified pairwise distance between tags t i and t j is:D i,j = ||F :,ti,: −F :,tj ,: || F .
Let us illustrate how the purified tag proximity measure is computed by continuing from the previous example. We start with the tensor given in Figure 2 and perform Tucker decomposition on it using J 1 = J 2 = 3, and J 3 = 2. The entries of the resulting purified tensorF are quite close to those of F. It contains the matrix slices: Now, we can compute the pairwise distances among tag t 1 , tag t 2 and tag t 3 using formula (17) , giving:
So, finally we haveD 1,2 <D 2,3 , meaning that tag t 2 (people) is closer to t 1 (folk) than t 3 (laptop). This is consistent with intuition. It is an improvement over inequalities (11) and (13) . Thus, by considering the dimension of users and performing latent semantic analysis via Tucker decomposition, we have derived a much better tag-distance measure. Note that the tag distance measure relies on the tensorF which is dense and huge. To handle computations involvinĝ F would require a large amount of memory and calculations. Further, the size ofF easily exceeds main memory even on modern machines. So, disk access will be involved, further slowing down the computation. For instance, in the Last.fm dataset, there are 36.9 billion entries in F. Each sliceF :,tj ,: alone contains 3897 (users) × 2849 (resources) = 11.1 million entries. So, computing the Frobenius norm for each tag pair requires 11.1 million subtractions, squaring and additions. That would take a lot of time, let alone disk access time. Further, there are a total of 3326 tags, giving 5.5 million pairs. The amount of computations needed would be prohibitively huge! Using formula (17) is thus impractical. Fortunately, there is a short-cut to evaluatingD i,j :
Theorem 1:
where Σ is a matrix that can be readily computed from the core tensor S.
Owing to space limitations, we refer readers to [25] for the details and proof. Notice that this new formula depends only on the core tensor S and the factor matrix Y (2) . Knowledge of these is sufficient for computing allD i,j . For our purpose, there is no need to compute any entries ofF. So, the computation time and storage required forF are eliminated altogether. We only need to store S ∈ R J1×J2×J3 and Y (2) ∈ R I2,J2 . Since J n = I n /c n , if we choose large reduction ratios c n , we can save a lot of space. Also, the relatively low dimensions of S and Y (2) implies fewer computations needed when evaluating with equation (20) . For each tag pair, the O(J 2 J 2 ) runtime complexity of formula (20) is very attractive compared with O(I 1 I 3 ) of formula (17) is a 3326 × 67 matrix, containing around 223,000 entries. These sizes can be easily handled by modern computers. Using (20) to evaluate oneD i,j involves only 2 × 67 × 67 = 8978 multiplications and additions, which is tremendously fewer than 11.1 million subtractions and squarings needed for (17) . Multiply this by the number of tag pairs (5.5 million), and the saving is very significant.
E. CubeLSI Algorithm
We have devised the CubeLSI algorithm (Algorithm 1) to implement the ideas mentioned above. The input is a third order tensor F representing the tag data. The caller also needs to specify the dimensions of the core tensor S in the Tucker decomposition step. The algorithm computes pairwise semantic distancesD i,j between tags as output. The first step of the algorithm is to invoke the ALS algorithm [24] (see [25] for pseudo-code) to perform Tucker decomposition. This algorithm returns the core tensor and the factor matrices of the decomposition. In addition, a matrix Λ 2 is returned as a side product. This is used in the next step.
In the second step, semantic distance between tag pairs are computed, based on (20) . As an optimization, we have substituted this formula with (21) , thanks to the following theorem, whose details and proof can be found in [25] .
Theorem 2:
where Λ 2 a by-product of the ALS algorithm. Note that we do not compute the purified tensorF at all, because it is unnecessary and impractical. Indeed,F is a dense matrix and even the scalable tensor decomposition technique proposed in [7] becomes unusable because it is designed for sparse tensors. The huge amount of computations and storage required forF would render the whole method useless.
V. CONCEPT DISTILLATION
With the pairwise semantic distances computed between tags based on the new tag representation, an off-line clustering is performed to distill a set of concepts from the tags. The discovered tag clusters, each of which is regarded as a concept, form the basis of our ranking model. In this paper we use spectral clustering [26] , which takes as input a distance matrix Algorithm 1: CubeLSI Input: tensor F ∈ R I1×I2×I3 , target core tensor dimensions J 1 , J 2 , J 3 Output: semantic distanceD i,j between tag t i and tag t j , where
// Pairwise tag distance computation
for partitioning the set of tags into groups of semantically related tags. We describe here the key steps of the algorithm: 1) Transform the distance matrixD ∈ R |T |×|T | over a set of tags to an affinity matrix A ∈ R |T |×|T | by
3) Create a matrix X ∈ R |T |×k from the vectors associated with the k largest eigenvalues of L. k is chosen either by stipulation or by picking sufficient eigenvectors to cover 95% of the variance. Then, normalize each of X's rows to have unit length. 4) Treating each tag as a row of X with k entries, apply the k-means algorithm to cluster the tags into semantically coherent groups. Each group is considered a concept. Using the values from (18) and (19) derived from our running example, we carry out the above clustering process with σ = 1 and k = 2. Then, we obtain: After normalizing the row vectors of X and performing kmeans clustering on them, the tags t 1 (folk) and t 2 (people) are grouped into one cluster, whereas t 3 (laptop) by itself forms another cluster. This result makes sense semantically.
In addition to benefiting resource search, tag clustering enables users to explore the tag space in social tagging systems conveniently and effectively. By looking at semantically cohesive tag clusters, users are likely to discover useful information that search engines might not provide. They are probably inspired by exploring the related tags especially when their information needs are not well defined. Social tagging systems could improve their user experience by grouping semantically related tags. As shown in Section VI, our approach is capable of discovering not only synonymous tags, but also latent semantic relatedness between tags.
VI. EMPIRICAL EVALUATION
In this section we present the experimental evaluation of CubeLSI. We first describe the real datasets used in the experiments in Section VI-A. In Section VI-B we briefly describe five other ranking methods against which CubeLSI is compared. The methods are evaluated on three metrics: (1) The accuracy of the pairwise tag distances derived (Section VI-C), (2) the quality of the ranked list of resources returned given a query workload (Section VI-D), and (3) the time/space efficiency of the methods.
A. Datasets
We conduct experiments on data collected from three social tagging systems, namely, Delicious, Bibsonomy and Last.fm. Delicious is a social bookmarking system which allows users to bookmark their favorite URLs with descriptive tags. In addition to bookmarks, Bibsonomy allows users to organize and tag publications. Last.fm is a music sharing website where users can annotate artists, albums and tracks with tags.
The three raw datasets are noisy and very sparse. To clean the data, we first remove system-generated tags (e.g., "system:imported", "system:unfiled", etc.). Then, we follow a similar approach applied in [12] to eliminate outliers 6 . We also convert all tag letters into lowercase. Table II shows some statistics of the datasets.
B. Other Ranking Methods
Besides CubeLSI, here we briefly describe five other ranking methods that return a ranked list of resources given a query q. We will compare CubeLSI against these five methods later in this section.
[Freq] Given a query q and a resource r, one way to measure their similarity using the taggers' information is to ask the following question: "If a user tags r, how likely does he use some tags in q to do so?" Intuitively, the higher this likelihood, the more relevant r is to q. Formally, given a tag-assignment (U, T, R, Y ), let q ⊆ T be a query, 6 In our experiments, a user, a tag or a resource is deleted if it appears in less than 5 assignments. By going through the deleted tags, we found that most of them were either incomprehensible gibberish or very specific terms that are rarely used. The latter could be handled by maintaining a small structure containing such terms and their tagged resources. We have conducted experiments both with and without the removal of rarely occurring users or resources. We found that there was little impact on our tag semantic analysis.
tags(r) = {t|(u, t, r) ∈ Y, u ∈ U, t ∈ T } be the tag set of resource r, and users(t, r) = {u|(u, t, r) ∈ Y, u ∈ U } be the set of users who annotate resource r with tag t. Freq measures the similarity, Sim freq (q, r), of q and r by,
t∈q tags(r) |users(t,r)| t∈tags(r) |users(t,r)| if tags(r) = ∅.
Note that Sim freq (q, r) ranges from 0 to 1. Resources are ranked in decreasing similarity values.
[BOW (Bag-of-Words)] This method uses the traditional vector space model in document retrieval systems by regarding each resource as a document and each tag as a word. Similar to the description we presented in Section III, queries and resources are represented by vectors of tf -idf weights, except that the weights are defined on tags instead of on concepts. Hence, semantic analysis (i.e., concept-distillation and tagto-concept mapping) is not performed under BOW. Cosine similarity is used to rank resources for a given query.
[FolkRank] This method uses FolkRank, which was designed particularly for searching resources in social tagging systems, to rank resources. We have already described FolkRank in Section II. Readers are referred to [16] for more details on FolkRank.
[LSI] This method projects the third-order tensor F (see Equation 5 ) onto a 2D tag-resource matrix. The user (tagger) dimension is thus removed. The method then applies traditional LSI on the tag-resource matrix using SVD to obtain latent concepts. Essentially, LSI is the same as CubeLSI except that the user (tagger) dimension is ignored. We have claimed that the tagger dimension provides important information which can be used to improve resource retrieval result. It is thus interesting to compare CubeLSI, which uses the tagger dimension, against LSI, which does not.
[CubeSim] In Sections IV-B, IV-C and IV-D, we argued that the application of Tucker decomposition to obtain a purified tensor (F) allows pairwise tag distances to be more accurately captured. It is thus interesting to see how resource retrieval is affected if those steps are skipped. Our next method, CubeSim, is similar to CubeLSI except that it computes the distance between two tags t i and t j directly from the tensor F by D ti,tj = ||F :,ti,: − F :,tj ,: || F , where F :,ti,: and F :,tj ,: are the tensor slices that correspond to t i and t j , respectively, and || · || F denotes the Frobenius-norm.
C. Tag Semantic Relations
Recall that concept distillation is an important aspect of the CubeLSI approach. In order to identify latent concepts, tags are clustered. The quality of tag clusters thus has a significant impact on the concepts extracted. An accurate measure of tag distances, which leads to high-quality tag clustering, is therefore very important. Among the six methods we consider, LSI, CubeSim, and CubeLSI perform semantic analysis and therefore they compute pairwise tag distances. To reiterate, LSI ignores the tagger dimension and performs decomposition on the tag-resource matrix; CubeSim includes the tagger dimension but does not perform decomposition on the thirdorder tensor F; CubeLSI performs Tucker decomposition on F and obtains a purified tensorF based on which tag distances are computed. In our first experiment, we compare the above three methods in terms of the accuracy of the tag distances they derive.
To evaluate accuracy, we must have ground truth. For that, we follow the evaluation strategy employed in [27] and use WordNet as our ground truth 7 . In this experiment, we use the Bibsonomy dataset. Since not all tags in Bibsonomy appear in WordNet, we focus only on those tags that do appear in WordNet. Let us call this subset of tags D. In our experiment, there are 2,365 tags in D, which represent 50.3% of all tags in the Bibsonomy dataset. Given two tags t 1 , t 2 in D, we use the Jiang-Conrath distance measure [28] , JCN (t 1 , t 2 ), which combines taxonomic and information-theoretic knowledge, as the reference true distance between t 1 and t 2 .
To evaluate a method, we carry out the following procedure. For each tag t ∈ D we find its most similar tag t sim in Bibsonomy, which is the one that gives the smallest tag distance from t as measured by the method. t sim is thus the most semantically related tag of t as judged by the method. If t sim is in WordNet, we compute the JCN distance between t and t sim . We repeat this procedure for every tag t ∈ D and compute the average JCN distance, given by:
where k denotes the number of tags t in D whose t sim is present in WordNet. Intuitively, the smaller JCN avg is, the better is the method in identifying the best semantically related tags. This reflects the accuracy of the pairwise tag distances the method derives. Another way to evaluate a method is based on an average rank score, which is computed as follows. For each tag t ∈ D, again we find its t sim using the method. If t sim is in WordNet, we determine its rank, denoted by Rank (t, t sim ), among all the tags (except t) in WordNet according to their JCN distances from t. For example, if Rank (t, t sim ) = 10, then the most semantically related tag t sim as identified by the method gives the 10th smallest JCN distance from t among the 2,364 tags in D. Since WordNet with JCN distance is taken as the ground truth, a smaller rank implies a better estimate of the tag distance. In particular, if Rank (t, t sim ) = 1, then both the method and JCN (ground truth) identify the same tag as the most similar one to t. We compute the rank scores for all t ∈ D (whose t sim is also in WordNet) and calculate an average: 7 WordNet is a semantic lexicon of the English language. There have been a number of methods that use the link structure of WordNet to make semantic distance judgements. Jiang and Conrath introduce the JCN distance in WordNet [28] , which combines the taxonomic path length with an information-theoretic similarity measure developed by Resnik [29] . The JCN distance has been empirically validated by user studies, such as [30] . we see that CubeLSI gives the smallest average JCN distance, which translates into the lowest (best) average rank score. This implies that CubeLSI is the most accurate in deriving tag distances compared with CubeSim and LSI.
To further study the accuracy of CubeLSI in measuring tag distances, we inspected the tag clusters generated by CubeLSI and found that CubeLSI is effective in identifying semantically related tag clusters. Table IV shows some illustrative examples of tag clusters acquired by applying CubeLSI on the Delicious dataset. We observe that highly related tags are accurately aggregated. For instance, "audio", "mp3" and "music" are correctly grouped together into a music-related tag cluster. Moreover, CubeLSI identifies cognates, e.g., "dictionary" in English vs. "dictionnaire" in French. In addition to synonyms, CubeLSI is able to discover latent semantic relatedness between tags. "YouTube", a video sharing web service, and "movie", a form of entertainment, are not synonymous tags, but they are closely related. Also, tags which are morphological variations of the same root word are correctly aggregated, e.g., "quotation" vs. "quotes". The last row of Table IV demonstrates its ability to discover abbreviations.
D. Ranking Quality
Given a query q, a ranking method returns a ranked list L of resources that are relevant to q. Our next experiment studies the quality of the ranked lists returned by the six ranking methods. We use normalized discounted cumulative gain (NDCG) [31] , [32] as the performance metric. NDCG is a measure devised specifically for search result evaluation. Given a ranked list L, NDCG rewards more heavily to relevant resources that are top-ranked in L than those that appear lower down in the list. The NDCG@N score is computed as:
where @N denotes that the metric is evaluated only on the resources that are ranked top N in list L, r(i) is the relevance level (to be discussed shortly) of the resource ranked i in L, and Z N is a normalization factor that is chosen so that the optimal ranking's NDCG score is 1. We invited 16 users to participate in this experiment. Each user proposed eight queries. There were thus a total of 128 The users then determined a score for each resource returned by the ranking methods by labeling the resource with one of three relevance levels: Relevant (score 2), Partially Relevant (score 1) and Irrelevant (score 0). The overall NDCG score of a ranking method is given by the average of its NDCG scores over the 128 queries. Figure 4 shows the NDCG scores of the six ranking methods at different values of N for the three datasets. For CubeLSI, we set the reduction ratios c 1 = c 2 = c 3 = 50. From the figures, we see that CubeLSI, CubeSim, and FolkRank, which use the user (tagger) dimension, consistently outperform the other three methods that consider only tags and resources. This verifies our hypothesis that incorporating tagger information in resource ranking brings about notable improvement in ranking quality. Moreover, CubeLSI gives the best ranking quality among all six ranking methods. This suggests that the threedimensional tag semantic analysis performed by CubeLSI is very effective in distilling latent concepts from data in social tagging systems.
E. Efficiency
Having shown that CubeLSI gives the best ranking quality among the various ranking methods, our next set of experiments focuses on the efficiency aspects of CubeLSI. In particular, how it compares against the other two taggercognizant methods, CubeSim and FolkRank.
As we have discussed, our CubeLSI approach consists of an offline pre-processing component and an online queryprocessing component (see Figure 1) . We study these two components separately. We note that both CubeLSI and CubeSim have to pre-process the tag-assignment data and to compute pairwise tag distances for concept distillation. We will, therefore, compare CubeLSI and CubeSim in terms of pre-processing time. FolkRank, on the other hand, does not perform much data pre-processing. Instead, FolkRank performs iterative weight propagation over a tripartite graph. (see Section II). For CubeLSI, query processing involves computing relatively simple cosine similarity. We will compare CubeLSI and FolkRank in query-processing time. The experiments were conducted on a machine with a 2.6GHz Xeon processor with 8GB memory. We again set the reduction ratios for CubeLSI to c 1 = c 2 = c 3 = 50. Table V shows the pre-processing times of CubeLSI and CubeSim over the three datasets. The pre-processing time of CubeSim on the Delicious dataset is unavailable because the computation did not finish within 100 hours. From the table, we see that CubeLSI is much faster than CubeSim in data pre-processing. The reason why CubeSim is slow is that it computes the distance between every tag pair, say t i and t j , by computing ||F :,ti,: − F :,tj ,: || F from the very big tensor slices (user-resource matrices) F :,ti,: and F :,tj ,: . These tag distance computations are therefore very expensive. On the other hand, our theorems allow CubeLSI to compute tag distances from the core tensor S and the factor matrix Y (2) , which are reduced fromF given the reduction ratios (c 1 , c 2 and c 3 ). Since S and Y (2) are much smaller structures compared with the tensor slices used by CubeSim, CubeLSI compute tag distances much more efficiently. By varying the reduction ratios, CubeLSI can control the sizes of S and Y (2) , which in turn affects the pre-processing time required. Figure 5 shows the pre-processing time of CubeLSI applied on the Bibsonomy dataset at different reduction ratios. While setting appropriate values for the reduction ratios is an engineering effort, our experience with many real social tagging systems indicates that reduction ratios of around 50 strike a good balance between efficiency (pre-processing time and storage cost) and ranking result quality. Table VI shows the total query-processing times of CubeLSI and FolkRank over the 120 queries. As we can see, CubeLSI is orders-of-magnitude faster than FolkRank in query processing. This is because FolkRank has to perform expensive iterative weight propagation over very large tripartite graphs, which includes vertices of all resources, tags, and users. For Cube-LSI, only relatively simple vector dot-products are required in computing cosine similarities.
Finally, we study the memory requirement of CubeLSI. Recall that the basic idea of CubeLSI is to apply Tucker decomposition on the third-order tensor F to obtain an output tensorF, based on which tag distances are computed. We have explained in Section IV-D that, for a typical social tagging system, the tensorF is so huge that not even the stateof-the-art decomposition algorithm (such as MET [7] ) can handle. Again, our two theorems allow CubeLSI to compute tag distances from two relatively small structures S and Y (2) without ever materializingF. The memory requirement of CubeLSI is thus much reduced. Table VII shows the sizes of F versus the sizes of S and Y (2) for the three datasets. The table shows that our theorems lead to a very small memory requirement of CubeLSI, which is otherwise infeasible due to the gigantic storage needed. VII. CONCLUSION In this paper we proposed and studied the problem of tag-based searching of resources in social tagging systems. We pointed out that, unlike traditional IR systems, social tagging systems involve casual users who label resources with descriptive tags. We observed that the involvement of causal taggers led to two distinctive properties of such systems, namely, noisy tags and multitude of aspects. To improve ranking quality, we proposed CubeLSI, a ranking algorithm that performed semantic analysis based on user/tag/resource information. CubeLSI was based on Tucker decomposition applied on a third-order tag-assignment tensor. We observed that a straightforward application of the decomposition on the tensor resulted in an output tensor that was too big to be practically useful. We proved two important theorems based on which computational shortcuts were derived to achieve very efficient tag distance computations. We showed that these distances accurately captured the semantic relationships among tags, which led to high-quality concepts. We applied CubeLSI on a number of real datasets and showed that it gave the best ranking quality compared against five other methods. Finally, we showed that CubeLSI was both computationally and storage efficient.
